
pr ac tic al suggestions for media professionals from B u r r e l l e sLuce

1.    Include a “Press Contacts” area. this is one of the first places journalists look when 
deciding whether to pursue or follow up on a story.  Help yourself by helping them.

2.     Craft an interactive press kit (IPK). think of an ipK as if it were a subsection of your 
press center or an e-book. like a traditional press kit, an ipK contains a brief history of the 
company, case studies, product specs or service details, data sheets, and high-resolution 
photos of products and executives. once it’s developed, though, be sure to update it as 
new material becomes available.

3.     Provide a link to your website’s “About Us” section. Journalists will appreciate this 
convenience when they need to obtain general background information about your 
company or brand.  

4.     Call attention to “breaking news” and news releases. Journalists want to see coverage 
of the company they are researching and in a format that is well-organized.

5.     Design navigation for ease of use and ensure documents are readily accessible. a 
flashy or overdesigned press center can impede busy journalists and bloggers. if they have 
to wait a long time to download a file or access information, they may move on to another 
company – possibly even one of your competitors – to get the information they need.  

6.     Optimize content for search. tag content with relevant key words and include a search 
function that journalists can use to find items on your site and in the archives of your 
online newsroom. You may even suggest areas where other information may be obtained 
or suggest other key phrases. 

7.     Give sound bites or quotes for each spokesperson. spokesperson snippets, along with 
bios, can help journalists gain keener insight into your executives’ personalities. or if they 
are writing a piece, as opposed to conducting an interview, they might be able to just plug 
in a quote that resonates.  

8.     Encourage journalists to “share” your content. link to photos, videos, blogs, and other 
places where you have a presences in social media. You can even link back to your online 
press center from your homepage and press releases.

9.     Demonstrate your value. offer journalists and bloggers the ability to download relevant 
thought leadership pieces. provide access to appropriate company contacts, who are 
experts in your industry and trained to speak on behalf of your company, should the media 
wish to obtain additional information or need clarification.

10. Offer a place for journalists to subscribe and share. according to a 2011 teKgroup 
survey on online newsrooms, 94 percent of working journalists want to receive pitches, 
news, and other relevant information via email. and 64 percent of journalists believe it 
is important or very important to be able to request interviews via a form offered in a 
company’s online press center.

focus: 
OnlInE PREss CEntER

bOttOm lInE: Your online press center speaks volumes about your 
company, brand, and clients. If it’s designed and managed properly, your online press 
center will serve as an effective communicator, encouraging journalists and bloggers 
to regard your company and its spokespeople as a viable resources.
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